
B. Match the beginnings to its correct endings to make ser 

A deer 
u plays cricket. 

Cats 5love honey. 

3 A lion 
like milk. 

4. Ankur has beautiful spots 

Bears 3 roars. 

Add an ending of your own to complete each senence. 

1 The sun rises in the east. 

2 A bird lives in a- ne 
3. Aeroplanes fly in the. EKY- 

Mr Sam's car is beoutitul 

5. I like to eatchocolalre C 
D. Complete these sentences about the picture. 

Choose from the box. 

happy fying parakeets five feeding 

1. Vidhi is feeding 
the hens. 

2 There are three oDkezl/ 

sitting on the tree. 

3. Some birds are 4 
in the sky. 

4. There are. 

eggs in the nest. 

5. Vidhi is very ep 

te Co 

ord C 
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Sentences 
Reacd the group of words above the pictures. Do they make sense? No. 

Now read the group of words below the pictures. They make sense. 

is Amit this IBela am my this mother is 

. 

I am Bela. This is my mother. This is Amit-

A group of words which makes complete sense is called a senter 

All sentences begin with a capital letter. 
Most sentences end with a full stop. 

A. Rearrange the words to make sentences. Remember to 

use capital letters and full stops. 
1. big is city Mumbai a Mumbai is a big city. 
2. nests build birds 

3. a water fish in swims A fizh sim2 wafe 

A col meew2: 4. a meows cat 

5 duck a quacks A duck quock 
6. have i rabbit a pet have a pe rakml 

7. curly hair has JackJack ha Cur hoit 

Can reod 
9. story Uma a told us Uma told uz a at.ora 

10. picnic for a went i WenE_{on o picnic 

8. read i can 

H te in both 

cook ond Cop 
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